
Vibac Masking Tape, Vibac Paper Mill: A Commitment to Excellence in Quality 

 

Vibac Group, a renowned leader in masking solutions, proudly presents its position by showcasing a robust 
and refined range of professional masking products. The group is committed to delivering complete 
professional solutions, and standing as an industry leaders. 

 

Advanced Iterations for Precision Painting: 

In our indoor masking tape range, we introduce a spectrum of tapes catering to diverse needs. From 
general-purpose tapes to those designed for high-performance application to those engineered for 
delicate work, including applications on wallpaper and sensitive paints. Each tape in our portfolio ensures 
optimal adhesion, superior hold, and professional results. Our refined lineup empowers professionals with 
the right tools for every painting project. 

 

Outdoor Mastery with Specialized Tapes: 

Our repertoire includes a wide range of outdoor masking tapes, confirming the substantial dimension of 
our offering. These tapes boast diverse technical features, from UV resistance to waterproof properties, 
ensuring optimal performance even in extreme conditions. Our range also includes washi tapes explicitly 
designed for precise outdoor applications, offering versatility and reliability for outdoor projects. 

 

Vertical Integration: 

Our state-of-the-art paper mill is at the heart of our commitment, a testament to Vibac's vertical 
integration. Our vertical integration empowers us to control and oversee the entire production chain, 
from raw materials to the finished product. Having a paper mill in-house allows us to meticulously manage 
every aspect of the quality of our masking tapes, ensuring consistency and excellence in every roll.   

 

Flexibility in Manufacturing, Tailored to Your Needs: 

Being vertically integrated not only ensures quality but also grants us the flexibility to innovate and 
customize. Vibac's commitment to meeting the unique needs of our clients is reflected in our ability to 
provide tailored solutions. Whether it's special sizing or custom packaging configurations, we have the 
capability to bring your vision to life. The power to customize is in your hands! 

 

Empowering Your Business: 

At Vibac Group, our mission is to empower your business with top-notch masking solutions. Come, 
experience the difference, and elevate your painting projects with our professional masking tapes. 

 

For further information or media inquiries, please contact tapedivision@vibac.it 


